(54) Title: DUAL TRAYS FOR IMAGE RECEIVER MEDIA SHEETS

(57) Abstract: A printer having a sheet tray, a drive for advancing sheets past a marking mechanism, and a picker to remove sheets from an aligned tray includes a load position and a pick position. Trays are selectively moved between load and pick positions. A transmission is engagable to connect the drive to the tray moving mechanism, whereby the tray is moved between pick position and load position by the media sheet advancing drive. The transmission is disengagable to enable advancement of media sheets without movement of the tray. Starting with both trays in their load positions, one tray is moved to its pick position where a sheet can be picked; moving the other tray to its pick position wherein a sheet of media from each tray can be picked; and moving the tray remaining at its pick position from its pick position to its media load position.
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